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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SESSION

The tenth jubilee session commemorated the thirtieth anniversary of the beginning of UN/ECE activities
related to standardization policies and technical harmonization matters (the first Meeting of Government
Officials Responsible for Standardization was held in January 1970).

An International Workshop on the Role of International Standards and Technical Regulations in
International Trade was organized in conjunction with the session. The Workshop brought together
representatives of international and regional standardizing organizations, national standards bodies, national
regulatory authorities and business people from UN/ECE member States.

Participants called for further dialogue on international regulatory cooperation and on promoting,
whenever possible, regulatory convergence.

The Working Party considered the work of the ad hoc Team of Specialists on STandardization And
Regulatory Techniques (“START” Team) and decided to continue work on the “International Model for

The Working Party considered the fifth revised version of the Standardization List and decided on how to
finalize it.

The Working Party decided to establish an ad hoc team of specialists on metrology to prepare guidelines
on methodology for measurement procedures.

The report of the session as well as major documents will be available at the Working Party’s website:
http://www.unece.org/trade/stdpol
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Introduction

1. The tenth session of the Working Party on Technical Harmonization and Standardization Policies

was held from 6 to 8 November 2000.

2. Participants in the meeting included representatives of the following countries: Albania, Armenia,

Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France,

Georgia, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, Republic of

Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the former

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Turkey, Ukraine, United States of America and Yugoslavia.  Background

information was submitted by Tajikistan. The session was also attended by a representative of the European

Community.

3. The following inter-governmental organizations participated: United Nations Conference on Trade

and Development (UNCTAD), United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), International

Trade Centre (ITC), the CIS Interstate Council for Standardization, Metrology and Certification, the

International Organization of Legal Metrology (OIML).  The following non-governmental organizations

participated: the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC), the International

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). A

representative of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) attended at the invitation of the secretariat.

4. Observers present at the invitation of the secretariat included representatives of private-sector

companies and business associations.

Item 1 Adoption of the Agenda

5. The provisional agenda, as contained in document TRADE/WP.6/2000/3, was adopted.

Item 2 Election of Officers

6. Mr. C. ARVIUS (Sweden) was elected Chairman and Ms. M. SAUNDERS (United States of

America) and Mr. V. KORESHKOV (Belarus) were elected Vice-Chairpersons.

Item 3 Matters arising from the 55th session of the Commission and from the third and fourth
session of the Committee for Trade, Industry and Enterprise Development
Documentation ECE/TRADE/231

ECE/TRADE/262

7. The Director of the Trade Division, Dr. C. Cosgrove-Sacks, welcomed delegates to the jubilee tenth
session, which commemorated the thirtieth anniversary of UN/ECE activities on standardization policies and
technical harmonization matters. She stressed that standardization issues were critical to the successful
integration of countries into the world economy.  She also reported on the discussions held at the fifty-fifth
session of the Commission (May 2000) and at the third (June 1999) and the fourth (June 2000) sessions of
the Committee for Trade, Industry and Enterprise Development (CTIED).
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8. The Commission put emphasis on three major areas: cross-sectoral projects, assistance to transition
economies and gender issues.  Dr. Cosgrove-Sacks noted that the Working Party provided a good example of
a subsidiary body actively working on cross-sectoral matters with other UN/ECE subsidiary bodies and
providing advice and assistance to countries in transition.

9. She then informed the Working Party that the Committee at its third session had supported the
Working Party’s activities in the areas of international standardization and technical harmonization. It
endorsed the results of the Working Party's ninth session, including, the conclusions from the International
Workshop on Implementation and Use of International Standards, which had been organized in conjunction
with that session.  The Committee also approved establishing the ad hoc team of specialists to examine how
technical regulations could make wider use of international standardization, and praised the Working Party`s
initiatives regarding cross-sectoral cooperation and its closer links with the private sector (document
ECE/TRADE/231).

10. At its fourth session in June 2000, the Committee welcomed the Working Party`s activities aimed at
enhancing international and regional cooperation on technical harmonization issues, including activities of its
ad hoc Team of Specialists on STandardization And Regulatory Techniques (“START” Team) and the
proposed project for an “international model for harmonization of technical regulations” (document
ECE/TRADE/262).

Item 4 International Workshop on the Role of International Standards and Technical
Regulations in International Trade
Documentation: TRADE/WP.6/2000/4, background papers/presentations

11. The purpose of the Workshop was to look into the current situation and the problems faced by
business operators; problems due to differences in technical regulations, standards and conformity
assessment procedures in different markets. Representatives of international, regional and national
standardization organizations, regulatory authorities, conformity assessment bodies, trade and industry
operators presented their views on how, on the one hand, to ensure health, safety and environmental
protection, and, on the other, how to minimize technical barriers to trade; they also expressed their views on
the need for harmonizing regulatory objectives and the possibility of using international standards in this
context. The programme of the workshop is attached as annex I.

12. The Workshop also provided an opportunity to exchange views on the UN/ECE project on the draft
“International model for implementing good regulatory practice for the preparation, adoption and application
of technical regulations via the use of international standards”, which was prepared by the “START” Team
(for details see agenda item 7(b) “Harmonization”).

13. The Workshop was organized in three sessions. The opening session was devoted to a presentation
of the Working Party’s activities. During the second session international experience with technical
harmonization issues in different areas/sectors was considered, and the third session was devoted to the
analysis of problems in certain  sectors from the point of view of companies, regulators and standardizers.
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14. The opening speech on behalf of Ms. D. Hubner, UN/ECE Executive Secretary, praised the 30 years
of the service to Governments and the regional and international standardization community rendered by the
Working Party and its predecessor body (Meeting of Governmental Officials Responsible for
Standardization) since 1970. The usefulness and importance of the Working Party’s activities and of its
outputs (for example, ECE Standardization List and Recommendations on Standardization Policies) was
particularly noted in view of its expanding activities in the countries in transition.

15. The Chairman of the Working Party (Mr. C. Arvius) made an overview of various instruments for
regulatory cooperation to facilitate international trade and market access. He also presented recent activities
and initiatives of the Working Party and especially the project on regulatory convergence (“International
Model”) Practical experience in the preparation of international technical regulations was presented by the
Chairman of UN/ECE Working Party 29 (World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations), who
covered the legal framework for such work between member States of UN/ECE, the institutional structure
and format for such cooperation, including international agreements made in 1958 and 1998, and the
technical work undertaken in various groups of experts working under the WP.29 umbrella.

16. The presentation on behalf of ISO/IEC highlighted the common mission of the three major
international standards institutions (ISO/IEC/ITU), the scope of their activities and the relationship between
standards and technical regulations in the context of WTO obligations and current work at ISO/IEC/ITU.  It
was particularly emphasized that international standards intended to be used in technical regulations in WTO
Member States have to be developed by a consensus-building process in accordance with national positions
based on public questionnaires in all WTO Member States concerned and taking into account all the affected
interests in these countries.

17. Referring to the draft project of an "International Model", it was noted that some language in the
draft  "Model" might create confusion vis-à-vis ISO's existing practice for the preparation of standards.  ISO,
while supporting the idea of a wider use of international standards in technical regulations, considered it
important that reference to standards in technical regulations be done in such a way that it does not
transform the standard into a regulation and that the standard maintains its voluntary character.

18. The Chairman of the Global Harmonization Task Force (GHTF) reported that it was a voluntary
organization with members from regulatory agencies, industry associations, public health organizations and
standard-setting bodies.  Its goal is to provide a forum for its members to work together to encourage
convergence in regulatory practices related to ensuring the safety, effectiveness/performance and quality of
medical devices, promoting technological innovation, and facilitating international trade. For this purpose,
the Task Force issues guidance documents.

19. One of the Task Force’s guidance documents entitled "Role of Standards in the Assessment of
Medical Devices"  includes many of the concepts of the draft Model developed by the "START" Team.  The
Task Force promotes the use of international standards as a building block for harmonized regulatory
processes.  To this end, it has concluded a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the relevant ISO
Technical Committee (TC). The Task Force was ready to cooperate with the Working Party on technical
harmonization issues.
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20. A representative of the International Federation of Standards Users (IFAN) stressed that IFAN's
mission was to be the voice of standards users.  Standards users clearly state that they wish to have, for the
same products, one standard, which has been developed and used internationally.  The main IFAN strategies
are to promote the use of international standards, to promote reference to international standards in
regulations, to influence the international standardization process, to facilitate the distribution of information
on standards, etc.  IFAN considers that technical regulations should not duplicate standards.  They should,
instead, make reference to international standards.  Where international standards do not exist, proposals
should be put forward for inclusion of the associated work items in the technical programmes of the relevant
international organizations.

21. A number of presentations concerned the current situation in certain sectors.

22. A representative of a lift-manufacturing company provided an in-depth analysis of the world market
for lifts/elevators (new and existing equipment). He noted that, in most countries, standards are used as, or
form part of, technical regulations.  Moreover, while national safety requirements are basically the same, the
associated standards and mandatory requirements differ significantly.

23. A specific feature of the market for lifts was its domination by a limited number of large
transnational companies, which in principle should facilitate the cooperation between manufactures on the
harmonization of standards, Nevertheless, at present there was a clear emphasis on the use of regional
standards. He also spoke about the work done in ISO TC 178 to try to create a "Global Code" by identifying
and addressing safety issues and then to "transfer" such requirements into the form of international standards.

24. A representative of the Industry Cooperation for Standardization and Conformity Assessment
(ICSCA) made a presentation on electro-technical goods.  The electrical safety of products is a crucial
problem that is regulated by nearly all Governments worldwide.  The objective of all these regulations is, in
principle, always the same: to prevent users of electrical products from electrical shock and to avoid electro-
magnetic disturbances. Barriers to trade are created when different regulations require different conformity
assessment procedures to different standards.  The approach of the European Union serves as an example,
where a high level of safety is achieved by setting "Essential Requirements", leaving the technical solutions
to standards without creating any obstacles to market access.  According to ICSCA, the successful
implementation of the Mutual Recognition Agreements (MRAs) conducted between the EU and the United
States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand was hampered by unsolved differences in regulatory
requirements and conformity assessment procedures.

25. On the basis of the presented information, the ICSCA representative concluded that using the same
international standards was crucial, using the same conformity assessment procedures was necessary and
harmonizing regulations was helpful in eliminating barriers to trade and for facilitating market access.

26. A representative of a Swiss trade policy authority presented examples of facilitating market access in
the area of electro-technical goods through unilateral recognition of conformity assessment results.
Switzerland’s experience with such a mechanism and its implementation required a legal and institutional
background, as well as recommendations on the elimination of technical barriers to trade.
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27. A representative of the European manufacturer of earth-moving machines reported on their products’
problems with access  to different markets which are due to different means used by Governments to address
safety and environmental issues.  Examples were provided of concrete cases of regulations and additional
testing procedures which increase the cost of products to consumers.  The necessity of wider international
dialogue on the technical harmonization matters linked to the problems of this sector was stressed.

28. A representative speaking on behalf of a United States manufacturing company and of the ISO TC
127 "earth moving machinery" reported on the successful work of the TC on the preparation of a number of
widely used international standards addressing safety requirements for this machinery.

29. He pointed out that standards related to safety and environmental matters existed and regulators
should use them if they need technical regulations.  He stressed that the use of international standards drawn
up by TC 127 would help to ensure the harmonization of national technical regulations and the certification
required in many markets.

30. Discussions at the Workshop showed that differences in standards, technical regulations and
conformity assessment procedures constituted one of the major obstacles to international trade at present.
Participants expressed their concern that existing work on international technical harmonization in
international and regional intergovernmental forums had not yet been fully utilized with regard to the
elimination of technical barriers to trade and facilitating market access.

31. In this context participants welcomed the initiative of the Working Party to explore how technical
regulations could make wider use of international standards and the submitted draft "Model" as a good
starting point for further dialogue on international regulatory cooperation and on promoting, whenever
possible, regulatory convergence. Private companies and business associations also expressed their
appreciation of the opportunity to engage in a dialogue with governmental officials from different parts of
the UN/ECE region on issues of interest to the private sector and to society.

32. At the end of the Workshop, the participants adopted the conclusions of the Workshop (see para. 63).

Item 5 Review of Developments in Standardization Activities and in the Field of Regulatory
Cooperation at the International, Regional and National Levels
Documentation TRADE/WP.6/2000/5

TRADE/WP.6/2000//5/Add.1 (background papers submitted by delegations)

33. The Working Party took note of document TRADE/WP.6/2000/5 providing information on the latest
changes in technical legislation in Belarus, procedures concerning mandatory certification and agreements
with other countries on mutual recognition of certificates.

34. The Working Party also noted document TRADE/WP.6/2000/5/Add.1 on changes in the structure
and organization of standardization activities in Sweden.

35. The secretariat informed the Working Party about meetings and other events held since the ninth
session in which representatives of the Working Party (rapporteurs, coordinators, secretariat) took part and
raised issues of interest and of concern to UN/ECE member States. The Working Party took note of this
information, as contained in document TRADE/WP.6/2000/INFORMAL/3.
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36. A number of oral presentations were made with information on the latest developments at
international, regional and national levels.

37. The representative of ISO spoke about the fundamental principles of the ISO system (including
principles of due process, transparency, consensus-based voluntary standardization and member rights and
responsibilities) which were adopted by the ISO General Assembly in September 2000.  He also referred to
ISO-UN/ECE cooperation in the area of electronic commerce and to recent developments in the ISO
initiative “Forum SGM- Standards Actions in the Global Market”.

38. The Chairman of the CIS Interstate Council for Standardization, Certification and Metrology
informed the Working Party about the process of intergovernmental standardization in the CIS under the
framework of which more than 240 new intergovernmental standards were adopted in 1999-2000; as well as
about cooperation with ISO, CEN, UN/ECE and other international and regional organizations.

39. He also spoke about  the latest (October 2000) session of the CIS Interstate Council during which the
CIS delegations considered changes to the ECE Standardization List and “International Model” and the
comments were sent to the UN/ECE secretariat. It was noted that members of the Interstate Council
appreciated the attention which the Working Party devoted to problems of the transition economies, and its
assistance and advice on issues of concern to this group of countries.

40. A speaker from the European Community made a report on activities related to standardization
regulatory activities and regulatory cooperation.  A recent report was presented on the functioning of a
directive, which establishes an information procedure for standards and technical regulations within the EU
and between the EU and the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), including Switzerland. It was
emphasized that this information procedure helped to prevent the creation of new barriers to trade and
encouraged transparency, dialogue, preventive measures and mutual control.

41. Information was provided on the substance of the resolution of the EC’s Council on the role of
standardization in Europe of 28 October 1999.  This document underlines the principles of standardization in
Europe and stresses the role of standards in the functioning of the EU internal market and in international
trade.  Furthermore, a recent study was presented on legal aspects of standardization in the EU and EFTA.

42. The speaker also reported on the EU’s external trade policy relations, especially MRAs, concluded
with third countries and about regulatory cooperation initiatives pursued by the EC on a regional and
international level (including in Asia and North America).

43. The representative of Hungary reported on Hungary’s harmonization process with the EU. The
transposition of European standards elaborated by CEN, CENELEC, etc. into Hungarian voluntary standards
has reached the level of more than 70% of the issued Hungarian standards, and more than 200 EU
regulations have been transposed into relevant country legislation.
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44. The presentation from the delegation of Slovakia was devoted to the national programme aimed at
alignment of the standardization and regulatory regime of the country with the EU, to "new approach"
directives which were being adopted in Slovakia and to further actions to be taken in support of this
objective.

45. The representative of the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia reported on the "Macedonian
quality infrastructure" programme which concerns the legal and organizational framework for
standardization, metrology, accreditation and conformity assessment, activities for the setting of the new
legal and organizational framework for these new bodies; and sub-regional activities initiated by the country
(the Balkan Conference on Quality Issues).

46. Slovenia reported that it decided to harmonize its regulations and basic technical infrastructure with
the relevant systems of the EU by the end of 2002. Harmonization of regulations has already started,
including changes in the national legislative system. In the area of technical legislation, the basic principles
have been transposed into first-level legislation (“horizontal” and “sectoral” legislation”) to serve as the legal
base for the implementation of regulations concerning particular products. Referring to progress in the area
of standards it was noted that since 1999 about 9,800 standards have been adopted as Slovenian standards,
the majority of them being European (EN-65%; ETSI-8%) and international standards (ISO/IEC-25%).

47. The Czech Republic reported that the process of implementing EC technical regulations should be
nearly completed by the end of 2001.  The Czech national standardization body is a full member of CEN and
CENELEC;  the Protocol on European Conformity Assessment (PECA) agreement with the EC has been
prepared and it is in the final stage of the approval process on both sides.  Similar agreements with
EFTA/EEA, Switzerland and Hungary were planned.

48. Turkey’s presentation concentrated on the implementation of the association and the customs union
agreements concluded with the EU; on legal and institutional reforms implemented by the Government to
achieve the “free movement of goods” with their partners in the EU; on new agencies and structures and the
reorganization of existing bodies to reach these aims (for example, a new Turkish Accreditation Council was
established).  The level of harmonization of Turkish standards with European standards has reached almost
80%.

49. The Bulgarian delegation reported on the progress achieved in the fulfilment of its programme for
accession to the EU. Approximation with EU legislation was made on the basis of adopted new laws.  By
now, 1,800 EU standards have been adopted as national standards and 4,500 old standards have been
revoked.

Item 6 Coordination
ECE Standardization List
Documentation TRADE/WP.6/2000/6

TRADE/WP.6/2000/7
TRADE/WP.6/2000/7/Add.1 and submissions from delegations

50. The Working Party took note of: document TRADE/WP.6/2000/6 prepared by the Rapporteur on
Coordination (Ms. M. Saunders), summarizing proposals from countries and organizations submitted at the
ninth session and before the tenth session; document TRADE/WP.6/2000/7 containing proposals from
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Sweden; and document TRADE/WP.6/2000/7/Add.1 containing proposals from the CIS and Kazakhstan on
the revision of the ECE Standardization List, and of comments submitted by the delegation of Ukraine.

51. After discussion, the Working Party invited those delegations who had been addressed on issues
raised by the Rapporteur in document TRADE/WP.6/2000/6 to submit their answers, and all delegations to
submit any further proposals on the Standardization List, to the secretariat by the end of January 2001. On
that basis the Rapporteur on Coordination would, in cooperation with the Bureau of the Working Party,
prepare the final version of the List to be published before the eleventh session of the Working Party.

52. The Working Party also agreed on the proposal of the Rapporteur on Coordination to select one sub-
area from the List, namely “environmental protection: environmental management", and to conduct an in-
depth study of government participation in this work and also of national adoption/implementation of the
resulting standards.

Item 7 Harmonization
(a) Role of international standards in international harmonization

Documentation: ECE/TRADE/231

53. At its seventh, eighth and ninth sessions, the Working Party discussed ways of establishing
transparent systems for the national transposition of international standards and of encouraging the use of
international standards. The importance of such issues was particularly stressed in view of the fact that many
of the international standardizing organizations had no specific systems for follow-up on the national
transposition of the standards developed by these organizations.

54. Delegations discussed the importance of the use of international standards in countries and noted
difficulties regarding access to transparent systems regarding transposition.

55. Representatives of OIML and CENELEC reported on systems they were using to monitor the
transposition of their recommendations/standards in their member States.

56. A representative of Slovenia stressed the importance of the information on the national transposition
of international standards for small countries.

57. The Working Party decided on the usefulness of continuing contacts with major international
standardizing organizations on matters relating to the use and implementation of international standards.

58. It was also recalled that the Working Party, at its ninth session, suggested that national organizations
which are members of international and regional standardizing organizations and which vote for the adoption
of concrete standards or recommendations should consider the possibility of taking on obligations for
providing information on whether (or to what extent) these adopted standards etc. are transposed and used in
their countries. Such obligations would show the level of commitment of national organizations and their
members to the transposition and use of international standards as a tool for facilitating international trade.
This proposal was made on the basis of the conclusions of the Workshop organized in May 1999 in
conjunction with the ninth session.
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59. The Working Party asked the Rapporteurs on Harmonization (Mr. C. Arvius and Mr. L. Dupal), with
the assistance of the secretariat, to explore possibilities of how this recommendation could be followed up
with other UN/ECE subsidiary bodies.

60. The Working Party invited delegations to provide written information on their national horizontal
legislation concerning technical regulations, standardization and conformity assessment procedures with a
view to compiling such information (see discussions under agenda item 5). A proposal for such a
compilation (including its format) will be developed by rapporteurs.

61. The delegation of Slovakia offered to organize, in autumn 2001, in cooperation with the Working
Party, a Workshop for transition economies on standardization and related activities.  This proposal was
welcomed by the Working Party.

(b) ECE project "International Model for implementing good regulatory practice in the
preparation, adoption and application of technical regulations via the use of
international standards"
Documentation TRADE/WP.6/2000/8

TRADE/WP.6/2000/9
TRADE/WP.6/2000/INFORMAL/1
(Background paper from US delegation)

62. Referring to discussions at the Workshop (paragraphs 11 to 31 above), the Working Party noted the
Workshop’s usefulness and thanked all the participants and, in particular, the speakers for the informative
and illustrative presentations and discussions.

63. The Working Party endorsed the conclusions of the Workshop, which were adopted by the
participants, and decided to attach them to the report of the current session (annex II).

64. The Working Party took note of: document TRADE/WP.6/2000/8 containing the draft text of the
“International Model”; document TRADE/WP.6/2000/9 summarizing comments on the Model; document,
TRADE/WP.6/2000/INFORMAL/1, containing the latest version of the Model (as of 15 September 2000)
prepared by the “START” Team, and the background paper with comments on the Model submitted at the
session by the United States delegation as well as of  comments on the Model submitted at the session by the
delegations of ISO and of Ukraine.

65. The Working Party thanked the members of the "START" Team for their work.

66. The Working Party agreed:
¾ To continue working on drawing up principles for international regulatory cooperation and its

practical applications in specific sectors;
¾ To call on interested delegations to nominate experts to the "START" Team to continue this

work.  Nominations should be sent to the secretariat by 31 January 2001.

67. The Working Party requested the “START” Team to take into account in its future work comments
on the “Model” made in documents and papers submitted at the session, as well as those made orally at the
session and at the Workshop.
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Item 8 Conformity Assessment
Documentation: TRADE/WP.6/2000/10

TRADE/WP.6/2000/10/Add.1
TRADE/WP.6/2000/11
TRADE/WP.6/2000/12

(a) Review of developments in conformity assessment at the international, regional and national
level

68. The Working Party noted the report of the Rapporteur on Conformity Assessment, Mr. L. Tronel,
(TRADE/WP.6/2000/11), reviewing the evolution of the design and implementation of conformity
assessment activities.

(b) Problems experienced by economies in transition relating to conformity assessment procedures

General problems

69. Discussions on this agenda items illustrated the difficulties still faced by the transition economies
relating to the recognition by their western partners of their conformity assessment activities, including
accreditation.

70. The report of the Rapporteur (TRADE/WP.6/2000/11) raised questions concerning the limits on the
recognition of equivalence of conformity assessment activities in non-regulated sectors because the appraisal
of these needs and their satisfaction remains a private and sometimes contractual issue outside  the
framework of market access agreements.

71. The efficiency of existing and new recognition agreements between accreditors was discussed. The
added value of laboratory accreditation for the improvement of the technical competence of laboratories was
underlined. Peer assessment between conformity assessment bodies was noted as an efficient tool for the
acceptance of results, complimentary to their accreditation.

72. Belarus and the Russian Federation asked for more information from members of international and
regional bodies on their existing accreditation systems. They also emphasized the value of designing
common training programmes for experts involved in conformity assessment, in order to obtain international
recognition for their work.

Market surveillance

73. The Working Party recalled the request from the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) for
information on western experience in control over the implementation of standards and regulations
(document TRADE/WP.6/2000/19), which was mentioned under provisional agenda item 12 "Other
business".  The Working Party discussed issues of market surveillance in transition economies.  It was
stressed that the efficiency of market surveillance depends not only on the competence of inspectors but also
on the availability of a complex legislative framework and its application by market players.
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74. The role of market surveillance, applied when a product has been placed on the market, was
illustrated by the Czech Republic 's system (document TRADE/WP.6/2000/19).

75. Belarus presented a special case of market surveillance, where the detection of counterfeit goods was
made through the use of certification procedures (TRADE/WP.6/2000/10).  The practice of making use of
mandatory conformity assessment to protect intellectual property rights was discussed.  It was  noted that
cooperation with enterprises should be structured in such a way as to avoid the use of confusing procedures,
the creation of excessive barriers to trade and discrimination.

76. The activity of the UN/ECE ad hoc Group of Experts on Intellectual Property Rights was noted, as
was the renewed idea of a workshop with the participation of transition economies exchanging their
experience on conformity assessment practices.

Future activities

77. Based upon a request from the CIS as raised in document TRADE/WP.6/2000/19, the Working Party
invited national delegations to provide relevant information on their experience related to market
surveillance issues.  Such information would be compiled and reflected by the Rapporteur in the forthcoming
document.

78. Referring to the further activities of the Working Party related to conformity assessment issues,
reference was made to current activities in  the WTO.  As an example of general statements on international
cooperation for the improvement of conformity assessment activities, the Working Party was informed by
the Rapporteur of the related elements of a draft report in progress for the "Triennial Review” of the WTO-
TBT agreements.

79. It was agreed to invite delegations to indicate to the secretariat, by 31 January 2001, any specific
issues or activities (workshop, etc.) on conformity assessment or market surveillance to be further studied by
the Rapporteur or handled by the Working Party prior to the next session.

(c)   Quality Policy Issues
Documentation TRADE/WP.6/2000/13

TRADE/WP.6/2000/14
TRADE/WP.6/2000/15

80. The Working Party took note of document TRADE/WP.6/2000/13 on the national quality
programme and its implementation in Belarus; document TRADE/WP.6/2000/14 containing proposals on
future Working Party activities on quality policy matters; and document TRADE/WP.6/2000/15 reflecting
the latest developments in the area of environmental management standards.

81. The Working Party agreed with a proposal by the Rapporteur on Quality (Ms. R. Ring), as found in
document TRADE/WP.6/2000/14, to invite delegations to present information about their existing national
quality policies and to express any needs they may have for support in formulating and/or implementing such
policies.  Such information will be entrusted  to  the Rapporteur for  analysis and further proposals .
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82. The Working Party took note of a presentation by the Regional Advisor on SMEs and
Enterpreneurship on UN/ECE activities on quality issues related to small and medium-sized enterprises.  The
Working Party welcomed the proposal to organize a joint meeting on best practices in quality assurance in
autumn 2001, in cooperation with the Regional Advisor and the Working Party on Industry and Enterprise
Development.

(d)   Workshop on the Use of ISO 14000 Environmental Management standards in the
Chemical Industry in the UN/ECE Region.
Documentation TRADE/WP.6/2000/1

TRADE/WP.6/2000/2
TRADE/WP.6/2000/2/Add 1.
TRADE/WP.6/2000/2/Add 2.

83. An International Workshop on the Use of ISO 14000 Environmental Management System Standards
in the Chemical Industry in the UN/ECE Region was held in Budapest on 30 and 31 March 2000. The
purpose of the Workshop was to promote an exchange of views, experience and information between
countries with different levels of development in the use of ISO 14000 standards in the chemical industry.
The Workshop was attended by more than 60 delegates from 20 countries (including transition economies).
Participants noted the usefulness of such meetings and asked for further UN/ECE activities in this area.

84. The Working Party took note of: document TRADE/WP.6/2000/1, containing an information note
on the Workshop; document TRADE/WP.6/2000/2 with a report of the workshop; document
TRADE/WP.6/2000/2/Add.1 summarizing responses to the questionnaire on the use of ISO 14000 standards
from Bulgaria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Israel, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia, and document
TRADE/WP.6/2000/2/Add.2 with responses to the questionnaire from Turkey.

85. The Working Party took note of the recommendations of the Workshop calling for the continuation
of such workshops and for the preparation of guidelines for companies from transition economies on the
implementation of ISO14000 standards and asked the secretariat to study the possibility of a follow-up to
these proposals in cooperation with interested Governments and companies

Item 9 Metrology
Standardization of test methods
Documentation TRADE/WP.6/1999/15

TRADE/WP.6/2000/16

86. The Rapporteur on Metrology (Mr. B. Zemskov) presented document TRADE/WP.6/2000/16
suggesting modalities for further work on the draft document on guidelines on methodology for measuring
procedures (document TRADE/WP.6/1999/15) presented at the ninth session. The idea of preparing such
guidelines was supported by the regional organization COOMET (“Cooperation in Metrology”). Rapporteurs
also received a number of comments on the document from international and regional metrology
organizations.
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87. The Working Party agreed with the proposal presented by the Rapporteur on Metrology to establish
an ad hoc team of specialists on metrology under the auspices of the Working Party to pursue further the
work on the proposed guidelines. This team will report to the eleventh session of the Working Party on the
progress with preparing these guidelines.

88. Delegations interested in nominating experts to this team were invited to do so before
31 January 2001.

Item 10 Draft International Agreement among UN/ECE member States  on Technical
Harmonization Issues
Documentation TRADE/WP.6/1999/16

TRADE/WP.6/1999/16/Add.1
TRADE/WP.6/2000/17

89. The secretariat recalled that drafts of the agreement (document TRADE/WP.6/1999/16) and of the
first set of protocols (document TRADE/WP.6/1999/16/add.1) had been submitted to the ninth session.
Discussions at that session showed that a number of delegations would like to see how the proposed future
agreement could be more closely linked to concrete technical harmonization problems in particular sectors.
With this in mind the Working Party had decided to continue to work on the texts of the agreement and its
protocols, as well as to explore future potential areas which might be covered by protocols to the draft
agreement.

90. The Working Party took note of document TRADE/WP.6/2000/17 containing comments from
Kazakhstan on the agreement. During the meeting of office-bearers, rapporteurs and coordinators of the
Working Party in Budapest in April 2000, it was suggested to consider two options concerning the
development of an “International Model”.  The first option was - to link its preparation with the international
agreement so that the “Model” might become one of the protocols to this agreement. The second option was
to regard the “Model” as a separate initiative.

91. A number of delegations supported the proposal to link the draft "International Model" with the
agreement, should the work on the “International Model” be successfully completed.

92. Among other possible subjects for inclusion in protocols to the draft international agreement is a
proposal for a UN/ECE quality trademark for meat. The idea of this joint project between WP.6 and WP.7
(Working Party on Standardization of Perishable Produce and Quality Development) was discussed by the
Working Party at its ninth session.

93. Details of this project were further discussed at the May 1999 meeting of the WP.7 Specialized
Section on Standardization of Meat (document TRADE/WP.7/GE.11/1999/5) and endorsed at the WP.7
session in November 1999 (document TRADE/WP.7/1999/7).  As a result of discussions, it was suggested
that once WP.7 had prepared a first draft of such quality trademark for meat it could then be submitted for
consideration and comments to WP. 6.
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94. The Chairman of WP. 7 (Mr. M. Vilchez-Barros) noted the Working Party’s interest in cooperation
with the WP. 6.  Being also the Chairman of the Committee for Trade, Industry and Enterprise Development,
he  informed delegations that the Committee was intended to encourage further intersectoral activities in
UN/ECE and that the proposed  quality mark for meat could become one such project.

95. After discussions the Working Party decided to put the project of the draft international agreement
and of its protocols in abeyance awaiting progress on projects of an “International Model” and of a “quality
mark for meat”.

Item 11 Programme of Work
Documentation TRADE/WP.6/2000/18

96. The Working Party noted document TRADE/WP.6/2000/18, which contained the draft programme
of work prepared by the secretariat. It asked the Bureau of the Working Party and the secretariat to
incorporate into the programme changes made at the session and enclose it with the current report
(annex III).

97. The Working Party recalled the request it made to the Committee at its ninth session regarding
receiving more information on the criteria used by the Committee in setting priorities between different
programme areas.

Item 12 Other Business

98. An observer from the private sector made a presentation on an "Information and Communication
Technology Industry Green Paper” (document TRADE/WP.6/2000/informal/2) which contained ideas and
means to achieve a global conformity assessment system for this sector.  The document was a joint effort
among 12 industry organizations from Canada, the United States, Europe, Japan and Australia.  The Working
Party took note of this document.

99. The Working Party welcomed the recent publication entitled "Standards and Regulations in
International Trade" (summary of proceedings of the Round Table on the impact of standards on
international trade held on 15 June 1998), copies of which can be obtained from the secretariat.

100. The Working Party considered possible functions and responsibilities for a Coordinator for
Laboratory Accreditation and decided that the area of laboratory accreditation should be assigned to the
Rapporteur on Conformity Assessment.

101. The Working Party thanked the rapporteurs and coordinators for their work  and re-confirmed the
following nominations:
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Rapporteurs

COORDINATION Ms. M. SAUNDERS (United States of America)

HARMONIZATION Mr. C. ARVIUS (Sweden)
Mr. L. DUPAL (Czech Republic)

CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT Mr. L. TRONEL (France)

METROLOGY Mr. B. ZEMSKOV (Russian Federation)
Ms. U. LAHTEENMAKI (Finland)

QUALITY Mr. R. RING (Hungary)
Mr. A. HUSSEINI (Canada)

Coordinators

DEFINITIONS AND CONFORMITY Mr. L. TRONEL (France)
    ASSESSMENT

LIAISON WITH THE CIS INTER-STATE Mr. V. KORESHKOV (Belarus)
COUNCIL ON STANDARDIZATION,
METROLOGY AND CERTIFICATION

Item 13 Adoption of the Report

102. The secretariat informed the Working Party that provisional arrangements had been made for
holding the eleventh session of the Working Party at the Palais des Nations, Geneva, Switzerland, from 29 to
31 October 2001.  The Working Party agreed to this.

103. In accordance with established practice, the Working Party adopted the report of its tenth session on
the basis of a draft prepared by the secretariat.

* * * * * * * * *
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Annex I

WORKSHOP ON THE ROLE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNICAL REGULATIONS IN
INTERNATIONAL TRADE (Tuesday, 7 November 2000)

Opening session

Opening of the Workshop. Introductory remarks on behalf of Ms. Danuta Hubner, Executive
Secretary, UN/ECE

UN/ECE Working Party on Technical Harmonization and Standardization Policies (WP.6)
Mr. Christer Arvius, Chairman of WP.6.

Session 1 Experience of UN/ECE intergovernmental groups of experts, international standards
organizations and other global fora on technical harmonization matters

(Issues to be addressed: how technical harmonization matters are dealt with in a particular
organization or fora; availability and examples of good regulatory practice; projects and
future work in this area, etc.).

UN/ECE World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29),
Mr. Vadim Koutenev, Chairman of UN/ECE WP.29

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)/International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC),

Dr. Christian Favre, Assistant Secretary-General, ISO

International Federation of Standards Users (IFAN),
Mr. Evgueni Patrikeev, Secretary to IFAN on behalf of Mr. Veit Ghiladi,
President, IFAN

Global Harmonization Task Force for Medical Devices (GHTF),
Ms. Beth Pieterson, Chairwoman

Session 2 Views and experience of economic operators and regulators regarding the facilitation
of trade through technical harmonization

(Issues to be addressed by economic operators: examples of various national regulations
aimed at similar safety/health concerns; national standards and regulations - costs for
companies to meet their requirements; problems faced in meeting different conformity
assessment requirements, etc.)

(Issues to be addressed by regulators: general and specific concerns at national and
regional level; international technical harmonization and the role and responsibility of a
country, etc.).

State of technical harmonization in the sector of elevators (lifts)

- Presentation by a manufacturer,
Mr. Pierre Bianchini, Director of Codes, “Kone Elevators”
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Session 2 (continued)

State of technical harmonization in the area of electrotechnical goods

- Presentation by Industry Cooperation on Standardization and Conformity Assessment
(ICSCA).
Mr. Thomas Fisher, Corporate Manager, Siemens

- Presentation by a trade policy authority
Mr. Heinz Hertig, State Secretariat for Economic Affairs, Switzerland

State of technical harmonization problems in the area of earth-moving machinery

- Presentation by a manufacturer
Mr. Jan Mimer, Director, Volvo Wheel Loaders Ltd.

- Presentation by ISO TC 127, “Earth- moving machinery”
Mr. Hans Gehrig, Manager, Standards and Regulations, Caterpillar (Europe).

Session 3 Conclusions of the Workshop

* * * * * * * * * *
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE WORKSHOP ON THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS AND TECHNICAL REGULATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Recognizing,

•  that differences in standards, technical regulations and conformity assessment procedures constitute
one of the major obstacles to international trade at present;

•  that the legitimate concerns of Governments and regulatory authorities may necessitate technical
regulations at different levels for different sectors/product areas;

•  that existing work on international technical harmonization in international and regional
intergovernmental forums has not yet been fully utilized with regard to the elimination of technical
barriers to trade and facilitating market access;

•  that according to industry, successful implementation and application of Government-to-
Government Mutual Recognition Agreements (MRAs) has been hampered by a lack of technical
harmonization;

Welcomed:

•  the initiative of the UN/ECE Working Party on Technical Harmonization and Standardization
Policies to explore how technical regulations could make wider use of international standards;

•  the submitted draft "Model" for harmonization of technical regulations via the use of international
standards as a good starting point for further dialogue on international regulatory cooperation and
on promoting, whenever possible, regulatory convergence;

Calls on UN/ECE Governments and international organizations:

•  to show their commitment to the facilitation of international trade by wider participation in
international regulatory cooperation and international standardization and effective implementation
of the results;

•  to encourage effective coordination and cooperation between Governments and regulatory
authorities and economic operators, and different international organizations and intergovernmental
forums and to follow up on practical proposals on regulatory cooperation, in particular
sectors/product areas;

•  to involve, where appropriate, private-sector representatives in such activities thus promoting a
public-private partnership approach.

* * * * * * * *
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Annex III

DRAFT PROGRAMME OF WORK FOR 2000-2004

The objective of the programme of work is to promote trade, as well as industrial and enterprise
development, by (a) encouraging the international harmonization of standards and technical regulations, (b)
removing or gradually reducing technical barriers to trade, and (c) promoting scientific and technological
cooperation through developing policies for standardization and related activities.  The programme was
prepared taking into consideration the related activities of UN/ECE subsidiary bodies and of other
organizations.

It is recalled that at its ninth session (May 1999), the Working Party agreed to prioritize its activities
according to categories proposed by the secretariat, i.e. "higher", "medium" and "lower", in the following
way:

Priority Programme activity

Priority Programme activity
B.2
B.3

Higher

C.1
C.2Medium
A.1

Lower B.1

A.   COORDINATION

A.1 Regular guidance for international standardization through identification of sectors that are of
interest to member Governments (Medium priority)

Description:  Regular updating at approximately four-year intervals of a list of sectors/product areas that are
of interest to UN/ECE member Governments and of the criteria on the basis of which the list is compiled,
with a view to providing guidance on programmes of work for international standardization.

Work accomplished: A draft version of the List, including amendments proposed by member Governments,
was discussed at the ninth and tenth sessions. .

Work to be undertaken

1. To prepare the final version of the ECE Standardization List on the basis of comments made at
the tenth session.

2. To publish the List before the eleventh session.

Duration:  2000-2001.
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B.   HARMONIZATION

B.1 Review of developments, prospects and problems at the international, regional and national levels
(Lower priority)

Description:  Regular reviews of international, regional and national issues related to technical
harmonization, standardization and conformity assessment policies pursued by UN/ECE member
Governments, as well as by international and regional standardizing organizations and by national standards
bodies, with the aim of making appropriate proposals.

Work accomplished: Thanks to UN/ECE's having observer status at the World Trade Organization (WTO)
Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade, national standards bodies, especially from the countries in
accession to WTO, are kept informed of relevant developments in WTO.  Regular contacts with the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) Interstate Council on Standardization, Metrology and
Certification, including participation of the secretariat in its sessions, facilitate the dissemination of
information on the Working Party's activities in the CIS. Through the exchange of information, the Working
Party is regularly informed by the CIS Interstate Council of its member States' interest in the Working Party's
activities.

The Working Party`s sessions provide an opportunity for a continuous exchange of information
between UN/ECE member States on the development of their legislation and practices in the areas of
technical regulations, standardization and conformity assessment.

A workshop on the role of standards and technical regulations in international trade was held in
conjunction with the tenth session.

Work to be undertaken

1. To continue to consider requests received by the Working Party from a number of
Commonwealth of Independent States countries for technical assistance on standardization and
conformity assessment related issues.

2. To suggest procedures regarding how to address such requests.
3. To organize, in conjunction with the eleventh session, a meeting on quality-related issues.

Duration:  Continuing (2001-2002).

B.2 Measures to facilitate the harmonization of principles and practices of standardization and relevant
activities and training  (Higher priority)

Description:  Study of ways to achieve more harmonized international  standardization principles and
practices in the light of new economic and market developments.  The relevant provisions of the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) meetings will be taken into account and
UN/ECE Recommendations on Standardization Policies will be kept under review and updated as necessary.
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Work accomplished: In 1998 the Working Party helped the secretariat to prepare a study on evaluating the
role and impact of norms, standards and regulations in international trade for the Round Table held in
conjunction with the second session of the Committee for Trade, Industry and Enterprise Development. The
proceedings and background papers of this Round Table were published in 2000 as Standards and
Regulations in International Trade (ECE/TRADE/248).

First drafts of an international agreement on technical harmonization and of its protocols were
considered by the Working Party at its ninth and tenth sessions. .

Work to be undertaken

1. To continue to develop UN/ECE Recommendations on Standardization Policies.
2. To pursue the work concerning different modalities of fostering cooperation in the UN/ECE region

on technical harmonization issues (including further development of the texts for an international
agreement on technical harmonization and of its protocols).

3. To continue to collect and analyse information on national horizontal legislation and structures for
technical harmonization, standardization and related activities with a view to making a
compendium of the information gathered.

4. To encourage the development, coherence and harmonization of international reference documents
and standards related to conformity assessment and accreditation practices.

Duration: Continuing (2001-2002).

B.3 Measures to facilitate the implementation of standards and technical regulations, including approval
of definitions of terms used internationally in the fields of standardization and related activities
(Higher priority)

Description:  Study of proven ways to facilitate the technical and legal implementation of standards and
technical regulations and approval and promotion of internationally accepted definitions of terms used with
regard to technical regulations, standardization, conformity assessment and metrology aspects.

Work accomplished: The Working Party at its seventh session endorsed ISO/IEC Guide 2 (7th revision) and
revised and adopted a new Recommendation "J" on Definitions based on this revised Guide.

During the ninth session of the Working Party, a workshop on implementation and use of
international standards was organized in collaboration with international, regional and national standardizing
organizations, regulatory authorities and business operators.

At its ninth session the Working Party decided to examine the relationship between international
standardization and regulations and, in particular, how technical regulations can make more effective use of
international standardization. This work was started by an ad hoc Team of Specialists on STandardization
And Regulatory Techniques (Team “START”), as decided by the Working Party at its ninth session and
approved by the Committee at its session in June 1999.
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The Team prepared a project of an “International Model for technical harmonization”, which was
presented to the Working Party at its tenth session. The concept of this project was also presented, for
information, to different forums, namely at World Trade Organization (WTO), Organisation of Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), Asia-Europe Meetings (ASEM) and at the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS):

Work to be undertaken

1. To continue to follow up on issues raised at the May 1999 and November 2000 workshops by
standardizing bodies, authorities and private companies.

2. To cooperate with interested international and regional organizations on mechanisms which might
be used to monitor the extent to which the members of intergovernmental and international
standardizing organizations transpose common technical regulations and international standards at
the national level, the extent to which such standards are used in national technical regulations, as
well as the impact of the standards on international trade.

3. On the basis of the aforementioned, to make appropriate proposals for strengthening the role of
international standards and for possible new areas for international technical harmonization.  In
order to prepare such proposals on strengthening the process of international technical
harmonization, international standardizing organizations will be contacted with regard to exploring
the possibility of further joint action, including organizing workshops and seminars on this theme.

4. To continue the work on the project of an “International Model for technical harmonization” in
cooperation with Governments and interested international organizations.

5. The secretariat will continue to prepare, in cooperation with the Working Party on Perishable
Produce and Quality Development (WP.7), a draft protocol on a meat quality mark as one of the
potential areas to be covered by the agreement on technical harmonization.

6. In cooperation with Turkish agencies, to continue preparations for a workshop on harmonization of
technical legislation.

7. In cooperation with the Government of Slovakia, to organize in autumn 2001 for transition
economies a workshop on standardization and related activities

Duration:  Results of the analysis and related proposals will be presented to the Working Party at its
eleventh  session in October 2001.

C.  CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT

C.1 Promotion of international arrangements on acceptance of conformity assessment results and
measures to achieve mutual confidence in the technical competence and reliability of conformity
assessment systems (Higher priority)

Description:  Review and promotion of harmonized international conformity assessment principles and
practices and of international arrangements for the acceptance of conformity assessment results.  Regular
review of relevant work in other international and regional organizations.
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Work accomplished: A questionnaire on the implementation of the ISO 14000 series of standards in the
chemical industry has been prepared and distributed among UN/ECE member States.  In cooperation with
the ad hoc Group of Experts on the Chemical Industry, and at the invitation of the Government of Hungary, a
workshop was held in Budapest in March 2000 on the use in the UN/ECE region of ISO 14000
environmental management system standards in the chemical industry.

As decided by the Working Party at its ninth session, representatives of the Working Party took part
in the WTO symposium on conformity assessment procedures (June 1999). A background paper addressing
the questions and concerns of UN/ECE member States was prepared by the Rapporteur on Conformity
Assessment for the participants in the symposium.

In view of the request from the Commonwealth of Independent States regarding the experience of
UN/ECE member States in market surveillance, discussions were held on these matters during the tenth
session.

Work to be undertaken

1. To review how conformity assessment agreements are being implemented and propose ways of
improvement.

2. To draw up commonly agreed criteria and procedures for establishing and operating mutual
recognition agreements.

3. To carry out studies on national conformity assessment systems and national accreditation systems
with special emphasis on problems experienced by countries in transition.

4. To prepare UN/ECE recommendations relating to conformity assessment as the need arises in the
light of work done by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation
(ILAC), the International Accreditation Forum (IAF) and other international organizations or
forums.

5. To review standardization-related quality policy issues, including eco-labelling and the use of
management standards (ISO 9000, 14000, etc.), with particular reference to the needs of business
operators in transition economies.

6. To collect and analyse information on existing national quality policies, with a view to preparing
relevant recommendations.

Duration:  Continuing (2001-2002).

C.2 Aspects of metrology relevant to testing activities (Medium priority)

Description:  Consideration will be given to possible ways of establishing agreed criteria for metrology
procedures and harmonized recalibration requirements.

Work accomplished:  A recommendation was adopted by the Working Party at its third session and by the
Commission at its forty-ninth session as decision H (49).  Training programmes on metrology were
organized in France in 1995 and in Slovakia in 1996.
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Based on comments from Governments and interested metrology organizations, a first draft of
guidelines on methodology for measuring procedures was presented to the ninth session. Following
discussions on this matter at its tenth session, the Working Party decided to establish an ad hoc team of
specialists to pursue further the work in this area.

Work to be undertaken

To continue preparing the guidelines on methodology for measuring procedures in consultations with
interested government bodies and international and regional organizations.

Duration:  Continuing (2001-2002).

* * * * * *


